Ready to Write Your Novel?
Adult Recommendations
E-Library Edition
Write Starts: Prompts, Quotes, and Exercises to Jumpstart Your Creativity
Bennett, Hal Zina
Write Starts facilitates creativity like the perfect seat at a favorite café or a peaceful room of one's own. What's more, it puts
you in the congenial company of a wise and expert coach.
Hoopla e-book

Kicking in the Wall
Abercrombie, Barbara
Like a workout with a top trainer, her writing exercises warm up, stretch, and build creative muscle. Quotes from famous
writers inspire day's exercise.
Hoopla e-book
The Fiction Writer’s Guide to Dialogue
Hough, John
Dialogue is often overlooked as a necessary and potent instrument in the novelist's repertoire. A novel can rise or fall on
the strength of its dialogue. Superb dialogue can make a superb novel..
Hoopla e-book

I Should Be Writing
Lafferty, Mur
I Should Be Writing is everything you'd hope to find in a writing workshop, condensed into one highly effective journal.
It's time to stop dreaming about what you want to write and finally do it!
Hoopla e-book
How to Write a Novel
Downey, Brett
The most important thing to know about writing a novel is this: You can do it. And if you've already written one, you can
write an even better one.
Hoopla audiobook
“I” Before “E” Except After “C”
Rozakis, Laurie E
Did you just end your last memo to your boss "CU L8R?" Do mysterious voices tell you to use "their" and "there" interchangeably? Keep forgetting the difference between "its" and "it's"? Spelling may have suffered in the age of texting, but
help is on the way!
Hoopla e-book
Fiction-Writing Modes: Eleven Essential Tools for Bringing Your Story to Life
Klaassen, Mike
Fiction-Writing Modes: Eleven Essential Tools for Bringing Your Story to Life is the most comprehensive and concise
resource available anywhere regarding fiction-writing modes and the mechanics of presenting them.
Hoopla e-book
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